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Abstract. Previous proofs of asymptotic completeness and related results on
scattering in field theories are restricted to P{φ)2 models in the 2- and 3-particle
regions. In this paper, new cluster expansions that are well adapted to more
direct proofs and generalizations of these results are presented. In contrast to
previous ones, they are designed to provide direct graphical definitions of
general irreducible kernels satisfying structure equations recently proposed
and shown to be closely linked with asymptotic completeness and with the
multiparticle structure of Green functions and collision amplitudes in general
energy regions. The method can be applied as previously to P(φ)2 and can also
be extended to theories involving renormalization which are controlled by
phase-space analysis. It is here illustrated in detail for the Bethe-Salpeter kernel
in φ*, in which case a new proof of its 4-particle decay (which yields asymptotic
completeness in the 2-particle region) is given.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background and General Ideas

Past results on asymptotic completeness and related results in constructive theory
apply to weakly coupled, superrenormalizable P(φ)2 models in the 2-particle [1, 2]
and 3-particle [3] region. (For some previous preliminary results related to
spectrum see also [0].) In [1 a] the Bethe-Salpeter kernel G is defined through the
B.S. equation
where F is the connected, amputated 4-point function and F o G is a Feynman-type
convolution integral 2 = © = © = t with 2-point functions on internal lines. G is
then shown to satisfy in Euclidean space-time 3-particle decay, or in an even theory
(e.g. φ\) 4-particle decay of the form e-m(i-*Wχi> >*4) with:
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where m>0 is the bare mass (close to the physical mass m ph in the models
considered when the coupling constant Λ,->0) and ε-»0 as λ-+0. Equivalent
analyticity ( = 2-particle irreducibility) of G follows in momentum-space, via the
Laplace transform theorem, below the 4-particle threshold [s<(4m p h ) 2 — ε! in the
even case, ε'->Ό as A->0, where 5 is the center of mass squared energy in Minkowski
space).
It is then shown for the same models in [5, 1 b] that this analyticity of G, together with a related property of the 2-point function (isolated pole at the physical
mass), yields asymptotic completeness e.g. in the form of the relation
F+-F_=F+*F_

(3)

in the 2-particle region (2mph)2 < 5 < (4mph)2 — ε', ε'->0 as Λ->0, where * denotes onmass shell convolution over two internal energy-momenta. The existence of an
analytic continuation of F in a two-sheeted domain around the 2-particle
threshold (with possible poles) is also established. The absence of pole in the
physical sheet, hence of 2-particle bound state, at s<(2m p h ) 2 is obtained for φ\.
One such bound state is present for other P(φ)2 models such as φ\ — φ\ near
s = (2mph)2 [4]. In this connection, we note that a quasi-equivalence has been as a
matter of fact established in a more general axiomatic framework, between the 2particle irreducibility of G (and the related property of the 2-point function) and
the asymptotic completeness equation (3), first in the earlier work [5] and in a
more complete way in [6]. It yields, in particular, a general derivation of (3) from
the irreducibility of G, apart from possible poles of F. The latter will be excluded by
a general argument (in the 2-particle region) in [7], where the analysis of bound
states and resonances for P(φ)2 models and its extension to the Gross-Neveu
model will also be given by an adaptation of the method of [5, 6]. (A different
technical approach was used in [1, 2,4].)
Another method in which a somewhat different type of irreducible kernel and
Bethe-Salpeter equation is introduced, has been proposed and applied in the 2particle region in [2b]. The results above have been, on the other hand, extended in
[3b] [for even P(φ)2 models and up to some technical limitations] to the 3-particle
region, a case in which significant complications already occur, but which still
involves important simplifications with respect to more general energy regions (see
[8]). The derivation of irreducibility of relevant kernels is obtained there by the
method of [1]. The subsequent derivation of asymptotic completeness properties
is linked with the analysis of [9] (given in the same 3-particle region in an even
theory) which extends the previous works [5, 6], and makes use of a new integral
equation involving the six-point function and a 3-particle irreducible kernel. It has
been believed for a long time that more general results should be obtained in a way
similar to above. However, important difficulties have been encountered in this
program. A (limited) class of irreducible kernels and integral equations has been introduced in [2a, 3a, 3c] (see also [9]). A more heuristic analysis has then been
proposed in [8] where structure equations, involving more general irreducible
kernels, that are generalizations, in each energy region, of the Neumann series of F
in terms of G, and from which suitable sets of integral equations might be
ultimately derived, have been conjectured. Together with some mathematical
conjectures, they have, moreover, been shown, at least in a formal sense (thus for
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theories without bound states), to yield asymptotic completeness relations in
general energy regions, as also further results on the multiparticle analytic
structure of Green functions and collision amplitudes.
In this work, the definition of irreducible kernels and the derivation of
irreducibility are reconsidered. First, "p t h order" cluster expansions that are simple
generalizations of previous ones are introduced. (A similar expansion of order 3 is
used in [10] for mass renormalization purposes.) They yield, with p = 4, a
corresponding explicit graphical definition of G and a new, direct proof of its 4particle decay. By direct graphical inspection, G is known, on the other hand, to
satisfy the Bethe-Salpeter equation (1). The analysis is presented for simplicity for
φ\, but applies also to other P(φ)2 models. The type of expansion of G that is
introduced has the advantage, in contrast to the method of [1], of giving a direct
graphical interpretation of irreducibility very close to that of perturbation theory,
and can be easily adapted for p large enough to the definition (and proof of
irreducibility properties) of general irreducible kernels satisfying the structure
equations of [8]. In fact, this expansion exhibits G as an infinite sum of terms
associated with 2-particle (or 3-particle in the even case) irreducible graphs in
space-time that join squares of a unit lattice containing xί9 ...,x 4 and possibly
intermediate arbitrary squares. A propagator, that yields an exponential fall-off
factor e~{m~ε)\ι\ is associated to each line / of the graph. An exponential fall-off in
is the shortest length of all 3έΓ*u-«')i3<*i,....*4)j w h e r e ε ' > ε a n d I3(χl9χ2,χ3,χ4)
particle irreducible graphs joining xu ...,x 4 and possibly other points is then
obtained. This fall-off, which generalizes the tree-graph decay introduced previously for connected functions in statistical mechanics in [11] and in constructive
theory in [12], is stronger than the decay factor (2) (which is sufficient for present
purposes). The factor ^- m ( 1 ~ ε ') / 3 j s firS{ extracted for all terms of the expansion of
G. Remaining factors e-m^'-£)\l\
for
each line are then shown to ensure
convergence at small values of the coupling constant λ (first in a finite volume A
and then in the A-^oo limit). The convergence of present expansions of F and G,
in contrast to the divergence of the perturbative series, is due to the suitable use
of a lattice. In the perturbative series, each square of the lattice contains an
arbitrary number of vertices. Hence there is an arbitrary number of propagators
between any pair of squares, whereas only a finite number (Sp) of propagators
are made explicit between squares in the cluster expansions, which are in fact
"minimal" expansions with respect to the lattice.
In Part II of this work (to be published elsewhere) the method will be extended
to theories involving renormalization, hence in which the usual B.S. equation (1)
does not make sense (divergence of F o G), and more precisely to the massive GrossNeveu model (in dimension 2) whose existence has been recently established [10,
13]. The result then applies to a kernel G M satisfying a regularized, nonrenormalized, B.S. type equation:
F = GM + FoMGM,

(4)

where o M is defined as o, but (besides 2-point functions) well specified analytic
cut-off factors with sufficient decrease at infinity in Euclidean directions are
attached to each internal line in momentum-space. The 4-particle decay of G M
and Eq. (4) are now obtained through phase-space expansions of F and G M that
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extend those introduced previously. (A 4th-order cluster expansions is used in the
slice of lowest momentum, with still 1st order expansions in higher slices.)
Kernels satisfying a regularized equation of type (4) are those most appropriate
for the derivation of asymptotic completeness: in fact, the analysis of [5, 6]
applies equally in this case, and was indeed made in terms of kernels Ga
satisfying this type of equation. An alternative approach using Bether-Salpeter
kernels G'Λ in a theory with cut-off (satisfying Fa = G'a + Fa oα G'a) would introduce
problems in the limit when the cut-off is removed. The (non-simple) perturbative
content of the kernels GM and their connection with the kernels G'a and with the
"renormalized" irreducible kernel G ren (i.e. from the perturbative viewpoint the
formal sum of renormalized 2-particle irreducible graphs) have been indicated in
[14]. This will be made precise in the framework of constructive theory in [15],
where renormalized B.S. equations of the type proposed in [16] and in [17, 14]
will also be established in that context. As explained in [15], renormalized
kernels and B.S. equations might be used alternatively to obtain 2-particle
asymptotic completeness for the G.N. model. However, this introduces unnecessary complications. The use of regularized kernels allows a more direct
exploitation of the local analyticity (= irreducibility) properties in momentum
space which are the important feature needed in the derivation of asymptotic
completeness, whereas renormalized kernels and B.S. equations are also linked
with asymptotic properties in momentum space (in Euclidean directions), i.e.
with short distance behaviour in space-time (see [16, 17] and [15]).
The method is again well adapted to more general regions: it yields explicit
definitions (and irreducibility properties) of general irreducible kernels satisfying
again (by a graphical analysis analogous to that of [8]) regularized structure
equations of the type conjectured there and shown as before to be closely linked
with asymptotic completeness and with the multiparticle structure in general
energy regions. More details in general energy regions will be given elsewhere both
for P(φ)2 and for the Gross-Neveu model. All results apply, as those of [1-3], for
small couplings, although similar results can be expected in pure phases at large
values of λ.
The paper will include a self-contained presentation of previous results, such as
the existence of φ\ and (in Part II) of the G.N. model. This presentation differs from
the earlier works on some technical points and includes on these points some
simplifications and improvements. Contents are described in Sect. 1.2. More
specific introductory comments will be given in Sect. 2.
1.2. Description of Contents
The model is defined in Sect. 2. Connected functions HcΛ(zu ...,zt) are first defined in Euclidean space-time in a finite box A. The non-connected function
HA(zl9...9z^9 is equal to ZΛ IA(zl9 ...,zt\ where ZΛ is a normalization factor.
Cluster expansions of order p of IΛ9 p ^ l , are introduced in Sect. 3 by a
generalization of a cluster expansion due to [18, 19], which is more simple and
convenient than previous ones [20]. They provide expansions of the form:

iA(zl9...,zύ= Σ
^

Σ
XX

Π ^
i

Mi),

(5)
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where the sum runs over all partitions of the set of unit squares of A into subsets
Xu ..., Xq. I(Xi% which depends on the set [ z j έ of variables zr in Xi9 has the form:
(6)

I(X)=ΣI(X,G),
G

where the sum runs over a class of connected graphs G linking the squares of X,
which in the cluster expansion of order p have at most p lines between any pair of
squares of X. Each line is associated with a propagator C. Bounds on \I(X, G)|,
m
d
including fall-off factors e~^ ~^ ^ for each line / of G are then exhibited. If X is
composed of only one square A containing no point zr, I(X) is equal to a constant
α=t=O independent of A and (5) can thus be written in the form:

α-W/Λzls...,*,)= Σ
q ^ ί

Σ'
Xlt...,Xq

Π ( » " ^ >

(7)

i = l

where the sum runs now over q^ί (non-overlapping) subsets Xl9
...,Xq,q^l,of
squares of A such that -| X\ | ^ 2 or |Xf| = l, zreXi for at least one r.
On the other hand, I(X, G) and hence I(X) satisfy, for p > l , factorization
properties that will be useful in the study of irreducible kernels. In fact, if G can be
divided into two subgraphs G', G" by cutting a set S of p' < p lines, then I(X, G)
factorizes in a natural way as a convolution product, with propagators on each line
of S, of functions associated with X\ G1 and X", G", respectively (X\ respectively
X'\ is the set of squares of X linked by G', respectively G"). More generally, a
similar factorization property follows if G is decomposed into its \p — 1)irreducible" components: by definition, a subgraph is (p — l)-irreducible (in all
channels) if it cannot be divided into two parts by cutting less than p lines, whereas
each (p — l)-irreducible component can be separated successively from the rest of
the graph by cutting less than p lines. It yields the formula:
/(*;[>,.])=

Σ

Σ K / ^ Γ 1 ) J Π duιdυιC{ul9υd

partitions of X
G
into subsets X i,..., Xq

x ΠVft^tMl),

leG

(8)

where the second sum runs over graphs G whose "vertices" are the sets Xί9...9Xq
and which contain no (p — l)-irreducible part, the points ub vx are integrated in the
respective sets Xa, Xβ joined by line /, natβ is the number of lines between Xa and Xβ9
and the function /(irr)(X) is the sum of all terms ΐ(X, G) corresponding to (p— 1)irreducible graphs. [ΐ(X, G) is defined in a way analogous to /(X, G), but the
dependence on the variables u, v in X is somewhat different.]
More precisely, two different types of cluster expansions will be presented.
They both provide Eqs. (5)-(8) with the same functions I(X\ Tirτ(X), which are in
fact defined by Eqs. (5), (8), but with a different class of graphs G and different
functions I(X, G). The first one, whose description is the most simple, is described
in Sect. 3.1. It can be used in a natural way in Part II for the Gross-Neveu model.
On the other hand, as will be discussed, its use is possible but not satisfactory for
th
bosonic models like P(φ)2- We then present, in Sect. 3.2, alternative p order
expansions. For any p^ί, they can be constructed in various ways depending
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on the choice of a first square and of some subsequent ones. Individual terms
I(X, G) depend on this choice. However, bounds used later do not depend on it: see
Sect. 3.3.
In Sect. 4, an a la Mayer procedure analogous to that of [12] is used to derive
th
1
an<
n t u r n
C
corresponding p -order expansions of HΛ = Z2 IΛ
i i
°f H Λ. If zu ...,z z
belong to different squares, the latter is of the form:

H^(z 1 ,...,z ί )=Σ^ T

N ΓS I

Σ

ΣI(*,G)>

(9)

Alt...,AN
G
AiCΛ,
i=ί,...,N

where X is the set of squares Aί9...,AN and of the squares AOtl,...,AOJ
containing
zu...,zl9 and the last sum runs over connected graphs G made up of subgraphs G
and of further Mayer lines joining pairs of squares of X: a Mayer line indicates that
the two squares must coincide and gives a factor — 1. (In the absence of a Mayer
line, squares vary independently in A and are allowed to coincide. The graphs G
are connected when all lines, including Mayer lines, are taken into account.) In
view of the previous bounds on \I(X, G)|, it is then shown in Sect. 4 (after a suitable
regrouping of terms associated with graphs G with different sets of Mayer lines)
that the expansion (9) is uniformly convergent at small enough values of λ. The
convergence is uniform with respect to A and HCΛ is well defined in the A -> oo limit.
The method also allows one to obtain (for HCΛ and Hc) a decay factor
£-m(z-ε)io(zi,...,zϊ)9 w h e r e /Q i s the shortest length of connected graphs joining
z l 5 ...,zι and possibly other points (tree-decay). Although the proof requires only
p = 1 expansions, it will be explained on p th -order ones in view of later extensions.
In Sect. 5, the kernel G is simply defined as the partial sum, in the 4 th -order
expansion of the amputated, connected function F(zί9 ...,z 4 ), corresponding
to graphs G that are 3-particle irreducible in the 2-+2 channel considered (and
2-particle irreducible in l->3 channels; each Mayer line is to be considered as
"infinitely irreducible"). This definition ensures, in view of the factorization
properties of type (8), that G does satisfy the Bethe-Salpeter equation (1). The
convergence and decay properties of G follow from an adaptation of the methods
used in Sect. 4. Section 5 also contains the fully analogous analysis (needed in
Sect. 6) of the 1-particle irreducible 2-point function K. The momentum-space
analyticity properties of G and of the (complete) 2-point function, needed in the
derivation of 2-particle asymptotic completeness, are finally given in Sect. 6.

2. The Model
The non-connected 4-point Green-function SΛ(xu ..., x 4 ) of φ\ can be written in a
box A as Z21NΛ(xί,
...,x 4 ), where:
Z^lnaje-^^dμ^φ),
NΛ{x1,...,x4)=lim$φ(x1)...φ(x4)e
where :φ4:ρ(x) = φ4(x)-6Cρ(0,0)φ2(x)
+ 3Cρ(0,0)2
transform
of the momentum
space

Λ 'S(x) dμβ(φ),

(10)
(11)

and Ce(x,y) is the Fourier
regularized
propagator
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(p + m ) ~ exp [ — M~ (p 4- m )] dμρ is the measure of covariance C ρ . From now
on, we leave implicit the dependence in ρ. For the simple and well known treatment
of the ρ->oo limit, see e.g. [21,22]. For our purposes, it is convenient to "integrate
by parts" the fields φ(x) in (11), i.e. to replace each field φ(xf), ι = l,...,4, by
This gives:

Zi)

NA(xl9...,x4)=

J

dz1...dzA

Λ

ί

where
N'Λ(Zl, ...,z 4 )= j Π j-—e-^φ4:{X)dXdμ(φ),

(13)

and J?^ is a sum of terms of the form C(x; — Xj)C(xt—Xj) and C(x; — x,)
J dzjdzjCί^- Zί )C(x, - Zi)iV^z,, z,),

[i,i, k, /] = [1,2,3,4],

which will not contribute to the connected 4-point function. By explicit
calculation, N'Λ can, on the other hand, be written in the form:
N'Λ(zu ..., z 4 ) = δ{z1 -z2)δ(z1

- z3)δ{z1 - z4)λZ
Λ

... + ^3 3 3 >(z 1 ,z 2 ,z 3) z 4 ),

-z2)I^Xzί,z3,z4)+

(14)
where the dots refer to similar terms obtained by permutations of indices and:
W

" \zu...,Zι)=

J
ZieΛ

Y\l-(4\lnΰλ:φ»> .{z$]e-λ^^d*dμ{φ).

(15)

ί = l

We finally define:
iί y l (z 1 ,...,z,) = Z ; 1 / y l ( z 1 , . . . , z ί ) ,
c

H Λ(zl9 ...,z,) = connected part of HA(zl9...9zι)9

(16)
(16r)

where the indices n{ have been left implicit, and state the following result [12]
(previously proposed with a weaker type of fall-off in [20]), which will be
reobtained in Sect. 3.
C

c

Proposition 1. H Λ has a well defined limit H when Λ^>co. Moreover, V ε > 0, 3 λε > 0
and Cε (independent of A) such that for any (finite or infinite) A and any λ, \λ\ ^ λε:
\)\lΓ

0-(m-ε)lo(zi,'

>zι) (\ _ι

lnlnf \zi — z.

(17)

The length / 0 (z 1? ...,zz) is, as already mentioned, the minimal length of all
connected trees joining zl9 ...,zι and possibly intermediate points. The last factor
(1 + |(ln Inf \zί — Zj\)\)6 is included to take into account the short-distance behaviour
ofHcΛ, but it can be removed if one considers, e.g. the region \zx — z^ > 1, V(i, j), i+j.
Proposition 1 yields corresponding results on the connected 4-point
function SCΛ.
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3. /> -Order Cluster Expansions

3.1. Paίrwise Cluster Expansions
The most simple type of pth-order cluster expansion that might be thought of is as
follows. Auxiliary variables sAtA, are attached to each pair of squares of A and
C(x, y, s% s = {sAtA>}, is defined as sΔtA.C{x, y) if x e A, y e Δ\ A + Δ\ C{x, y, s) = C(x, j;)

if x,y belong to a common square:

'(x)A(y))+ YjA(x)A(y)],

(18)

where Δ(x) = l iϊ xeΔ, Δ(x) = 0 if xφΔ. We note, in particular, that C(x,y; 1)
ΞC(X,J;), C(x,y; s) = 0 if x and j ; belong to squares zl, A' such that s^ j/ = 0, and
d
C(x,y; s) = 0 unless xeA, ye A' or vice versa, in which case it is equal to
dsAtA>
C(x, y). Let IJs) be defined, formally, by replacing C by C(s) is the measure dμ.
Being given a partition of A into subsets Xl9...,Xq, if all the variables s ^ ,
associated to squares Δ,Δ' that belong to different sets are fixed at zero, the
measure dμ correspondingly factorizes. Then, by Taylor expansion of order p
of IA(s):
1(Λ>Λ

)L

d
dsAtA>

1

d

Expansions of IΛ of the form (5) to (7) are obtained with a sum in (6) over all
connected graphs G including nAtA>^p lines between any pair (A, A') of squares of
X and:
)=

- ^
Π
{Δ,Δ')eX nAtA'\

Π

A,A'

7-^)^-SA,A>)p-'dsΔ,Δ,
(P ~ Iji 0

x JΠ
leG

such that
zreX

) \ S Δ Δ , =OifnΔΔ,<p.

(20)

The results above are only formal, as was already known at p = 1: the propagator
C(x,y; s) is not in general of a positive type and the measure dμ(s) is thus not well
defined in general. Various possibilities have then been considered at p = ί. In a
first one [23] a formula of type (18) is applied to C 1 / 2 (the square-root of C in the
operator sense) rather than to C. This allows one to avoid the previous difficulty. It
introduces, however, a number of unpleasant features and, in particular, would not
allow a direct analysis of the structure of the 2-point function (isolated pole at the
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physical mass), as that given in Sects. 5, 6. On the other hand, an alternative
expansion, in which variables sΛtΔ, between squares are replaced by similar
variables, first between a given square and its complement in A and so forth, has
been introduced in [18, 19]: this is the type of expansion that is generalized in
Sect. 3. Although it introduces some arbitrariness it is a natural and simple way of
solving the positivity problem: all C(x,y; s) either in [18, 19] or in Sect. 3 are by
construction of a positive type, as linear combinations, with ^ 0 coefficients, of
positive-type terms.
We finally mention another way of solving the positivity problem, proposed in
[24]: it is shown there that C(x, y; s) as defined in (18) can be of a positive-type if the
side of the squares of the lattice is taken sufficiently large (and not of order 1 or
m" 1 ) and if characteristic functions of these squares are replaced by smooth
enough functions. This method introduces, however, at least from a conceptual
viewpoint, an important loss of information.
3.2. Inductive Cluster Expansions
The cluster expansions of IΛ and ZΛ are obtained by introducing a lattice with
squares of e.g. unit side in (2-dimensional) space-time (best results are obtained in
principle when the side is of the order of m~ι) and auxiliary real variables as
follows. First, a given square A1 is considered and Q X J / S ^ is defined, for
O ^ s ^ l , as
C(x,;y;si) = C ( x , 3 θ [ s 1 + ( l ^ ^

(21)

where Aγ(x) is the characteristic function of Aι [Aί(x) = ί if xeAί9 Aί(x) = 0 if
xφAγ~\. I.e., C(x, y; sj = C(x, y) if x and y both belong to A t or both belong to A/A x,
and C(x,y;s ί ) = sxC(x,y) otherwise. In particular, C(x, j / ; 0) = 0 if xeAί, yφAγ or
vice versa. We also note that - — is equal to zero or to C(x, v) in the first and second
ds1
case, respectively. Functions ZA(sx) and IΛ(zu ...,zt; s j are defined by formulae
(10), (15) with C replaced by C(5X) in the measure dμ. We treat below IΛ, ZΛ being
treated similarly. A 1 s t order Taylor formula gives (leaving A implicit):
/(z l s ...,z ί ) = /(z 1 ,...,z I ;l) = / ( z 1 , . . . , z i ; 0 ) + } d s 1 ^ - / ( 5 1 ) .
o

(22)

asί

In view of the previous property of C(x, y; 0), the measure dμ at sί = 0 factorizes, A γ
and A\Δγ are decoupled and 1(0) reduces to the product IΔίIΛ\Aί (each factor
depending on the variables z in Au respectively in A\AX). On the other hand, - —
can be written (in view of the property of-— I as:
V
dsj
-—(zlJ...,zI;s1)=
US1

Σ
di.i+di

(23)

IΔuMχ{z1,...,zι\sλ),
δ

δ

)
x Π (λ:φ^:(zd)e^9iX):dXdμ(φ;

sj,

(23')
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where the integration in (23') is restricted to u in A1 ? v in AγΛ, or vice versa in view
of A -functions.
The term IΔltΔl ^Si) is represented schematically in Fig. 1, where the line
between Aγ and AίΛ represents the propagator C(w,v).
Fig. 1

D

D

The term 7(0) is treated by applying to lΛ\Δι the same procedure as that presently
described. For each value of A1Λ,IAuAi
^sj is treated again by a 1 s t order Taylor
expansion:
lAuM ίH) = lAuA. .(0)+ ί -TT^uΛ,

(24)

^ΊWi ,

o dS
-^1M,M,M\)=

Σ

(24')

I^M.UΛ^)-

The measure dμ(φ; 0) in IΔuΔί ^0) is decoupled relatively to Aγ. Concerning the
second term of (24), Taylor expansion is n o w applied t o IΔuΔl ltΔι 2 (sΊ). The
procedure is pursued, until either one variable s[') is fixed a t zero or p squares
among Aίί...Alr
coincide. We thus get a t this stage either terms of the form
^ i , J i , i . .^i,r(0)> in which case at most p-ί squares among Aίtl...AUr
coincide
and Ax is decoupled in the measure dμ from Λ\Δ ί (but is linked by propagators to
t h e s q u a r e s A 1 Λ . . . A ί > r o f Λ \ A γ ) o r t e r m s I Δ ί t Δ l u...,Δι J ί ^ i ' ^ ) , w h e r e A γ r
coincides with p — ί previous squares: see Fig. 2.

a) A t e r m lΔu...,Δi<r

(Ai d e c o u p l e d )

(0)

b ) A t e r m IΔu...,Δhr

(p = 4 c o i n c i d e n t s q u a r e s

(s([~1])
Λιtl)

Fig. 2. (p = 4)
In the first case, the procedure to be applied is described later. In the second
case, denoting below A2 the square AltF, we now introduce a new variable s2
relative to the set Aγ\jA2 and the propagator:

(25)
where Δ1uΔ2(x) = Δ1(x) + A2(x)9
which yields a corresponding function
^AuAi i,.... Ji r ( 5 ( ί~ 1}>S2) This propagator satisfies properties similar to above, with
A1 replaced by AγκjA2, A\Aγ by A\Aγ\jA2\
C(x,y) by CίXjy s J . We now
consider (1 s t order) Taylor expansions with respect to s29sf29... until either s2q) is
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fixed at zero for some q (AίuA2) is then decoupled in the measure dμ from
Λ\(A1uA2)
or the square A2r coincides with p — ί previous squares among the
squares AιJ + A2 and A2j,j< r9 i.e. this square, denoted A3 can be separated from
A1 uA2 only by cutting p lines. (The dependence on s2r~ υ is then kept.) We note that
each square A2J is (in either case) linked by a propagator to AίvA2.
The terms
IAUAI i , . . . c a n be decomposed correspondingly into sums of integrals in which each
A2Jis linked by a propagator either to A x or to A2. An example of a corresponding
term (in the second case above, for p = 4) is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.3

=

z/

1,6

In the second case, a variable s 3 is then associated to the set (AiuA2)uA3
and so
forth. The procedure is pursued until one variable s['} is fixed at zero. In this case,
the measure dμ is decoupled relatively to A 1^jA2\j...\jAk a n d i t s complement in A
A square Ak+1 is then chosen in Λ\(z1 x u . . . uzlΛ) and the same procedure as above
is applied in Λ\(zl 1 u...uzl / c ), with Aί,s1 replaced by Ak + 1,sk + ί, until either one
variable 4+1 is fixed at zero or Ak+x is linked in a (p — l)-irreducible way to one or
more squares of A: i.e., the set formed by Ak+1 and these squares, together with the
lines that join them (associated with the various propagators already produced)
can be separated into two parts only by cutting p lines or more, but not less than p
lines. In e.g. the example of Fig. 2a (k = l), if A2 is chosen to coincide with
^i f 2 = ^i f 6J a (P~l)-in*educible set (with p = 4) is obtained if A2Λ and A2f2
coincide with AίΛ = A13 = AίA.A new variable sk+2 is then associated to the set L
and the procedure is pursued (with no line issued at this stage from the possible
squares of z ^ u . - . u ^ in L) until one sk'J2 is fixed at zero or L is contained in a
larger irreducible set L', and so forth.
The final result is an expansion of / of the form (5), (6), with:
26

( )

I{X9G)=ΣI(X>G>P)>
p

where the sum runs over a set of different procedures that give rise to the same
graph G. Each term I(X, G, P) is of the form:
1

si

s<rx-2)

1

0

0

I(X,G,P)= ]ds± \ds\...
0

0

I ds^-1]]ds2...

s(>2-2)

J

ds^-v...

0

... M(s^ -1), s<-? -»,... )J(X, G, P; s ( ί ' " !>, s^ ~ι\ ...),

(27)

where

J(X,G,P;s) =

x Π (λ:φ-.(Zr))e-λ^-(x)dx.
r,zreX

(28)
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In (27), (28), A{1) and A'{1) are the squares linked by line ί, and M(s) is a product of
variables st at given powers coming from the dependence of some propagators on
these variables [e.g. in the case of Fig. 3, the propagator between Ax or A2 and A2Λ,
Ϊ = 1, ...,5 is C(u,v; s[')) = s['}C(u,vJ]. We note that dμ(φ; s) and M(s) depend on
X, G, P, although this dependence has been left implicit in (27), (28). In particular,
some of the variables s[') may be fixed at zero in dμ(φ; s), in which case M and dμ
factorize. This factorization occurs, in particular, in all cases when G can be divided
into two subgraphs G', G" by cutting a set S of p' < p lines, and then yields a
corresponding expression of J(X, G, P, s) as a convolution product, with propagators on each line of S, of functions J(X\ G',P'; {zr}\ {u$,s')9
J(X", G", P"\ {zr}", {u'{}9 s"). (Functions J, J are defined in a way analogous to 7, J
with operators _ ,

N

attached to each variable wz. The variables w! and u'! are

integrated in X' and Xf\ respectively, and a factor (p'\)~1 is included. I /(X, G, P)
satisfies a similar property, but with factorized functions that still depend on the
overall procedure P, as appears on the following example.
A"

A

A'

Example. Let p = 2, (X, G) = Π—DHZ1 and A1 = A. Then 3 procedures P l 5 P 2 , P 3
are encountered:
Px:

ΔίΛ=Δ",

A U 2 =Δ U 3 =A ' ( =A 2 ) ,

P2:

A U 1 =A ' ,

A U 2 =A " ,

P3:

Δ U 1 =A U 2 =A'( =A2),

A" = A 3 ,

Δ l ι 3 =A'( =Δ2),

A" = A 3 ,

Δ 2 Λ =Δ" ( = Δ 3 ) ,

with
,P1) = I(X,G,P2)=
Sl

J dudυC(u,v)
ueA
veA"
si

J

Δ

\Ί J A" \

A

μ Λ ds\ J ds'[J^D=Π w, 5ΪJ J(•; «Λ
o
o
o
J
)= J dudvC(u,v)

(29)

ueA
veA"

fds2J(π;υ),

(30)

where the integral J ds2 in (30) can be removed (s2 fixed at zero in the last factor J).
o
On the other hand, the sum over procedures P that give rise to the same set
(P', P") does factorize in a natural way in terms of functions T(X\ G', P'\ {zr}\ {«•}),
ΐ(X",G",P"; {zr}",{u"}) (with as before propagators on each line of S). In the
example above, there is only one pair (P\P") associated with A\JA' and A",
respectively (P': Ax11 = A112 = A' = A2, P" is trivial). The result then comes from the
identity (valid for any function / ) :

2 f ds, μs', Sids"J{s'[) + J ds± J ds\s'J{s\) = j dSl Us\f(s\).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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It follows more generally from similar identities (involving various sets of
variables) proved directly by induction or checked at each order if f(s) is replaced
s k n=
n
formally by Σ / π Π k ( { k})- The factorization of I(X, G) mentioned in Sect. 1,
n

k

and from there Eq. (8) follows.
Remarks. 1) As mentioned in Sect. 1,1(X, G) depends in general the choice of A1
and subsequent squares. An example at p = 2 is

(X,G) =
lϊAn = Aί, then either A=A1Λ,A'
= A1^2or vice versa. In either case, sί = 0 and A"
is decoupled from AKJA'. If A=Δl9 then Δ' = Δ2, A" = A3 and Δ,Δ\Δ" remain
coupled in the measure in all procedures. The corresponding terms I(X, G, P) are
different.
2) Some graphs G cannot be obtained by any procedure P, in which case

I(X, G) = 0, e.g. atp = 2, the graph
33. Bounds on I(X, G)
In view of the following lemma, which is an extension of a previous result at p = 1
[19], the following bound holds on the terms I(X, G) of Sect. 3.2:

Π
(v,v')eG

^ , P , 5 ) |
nvv>\

(31)

9

p,s

where nvv, is the number of lines joining the vertices v, v' of G, and bounds on J
independent of P and 5 will be obtained in view of the inequality ( 0 ^ )
Lemma 1.

μsM(s,G,P)=ΣίdSl...Sl)
P 0

=

0

ds{['-1)\ds2...μs^-1)

...M(s,G,P)

0

Π K,'!)"1.

(32)

(i;,t!')eG

Proof. Let F be the function of ε = {εu7 }, with one variable εt j for each pair (i, j) of
indices, i = ί,...,n9

j=ί,...,n,

i^j, defined b y :

F(ε)= Π (l+eίfJ-+ ... +sfj=

Σ

Π

fe,/I>J.

(33)

The first expression of F can be evaluated by introducing variables
s l 5 s ; l5 ..., s2, s'2,... in a way analogous to above. Namely, a first index i1 (analogous
to Ax) is chosen and all variables εUj are replaced by β ^ s j , where:

δiJ(l-δiujm,

(34)
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where i9j play the role of x9 y in C(x, y) or C(x9y; s j . We then consider the 1 s t order
1
d
Taylor expansion F = F(l) = F(0) + J -— F(sί)9 where F(0) factorizes, and so forth,
dSl
with:
°
i-skq)){δ(i,iί,...Jk)δ(j;ίί,...Jk)
where s = (si[ί ~1}, s(p " 1 } ,..., sj^I 1 " 1 } ) and <5(i; ι1?..., ik) = 1 if ί is equal to one of the
indices il9...9ih and to zero otherwise (the indices il9...9ik play the roles of
Al9 ...,Ak). This procedure provides an expansion of F(ε)9 or its connected part, of
the form:
F(ε)= Σ$dsM(s;G,P)( Π Φ>
G,P

\i,jeG "

X/Ϊ1V+

Σ c{nktl)ι\BkMkΛ9

(36)

where the sum runs over (admissible) connected graphs G in the same class as
before and where, moreover, C{n^ ι} Φ 0 only if there is no procedure P giving rise to
the graph {n" } = {n} + {n'}. In fact, if n'κι φ 0, then the variable s corresponding to a
possible coupling between k and / is not fixed at zero. Hence, the expansion relative
to this s has been stopped and {ri1} cannot be obtained by a procedure P.
Equation (32) follows by identifying the coefficients of \\ ε"j J in (33) and
(l Λ e G
(36). Q.E.D.
In view of this lemma, we now state the following bound.
Proposition 2. a) // there isnozreX,r=l,...,/,
X,G (and Λ) such that (for any ε>0):

3 constants Cx(ε), C 2 independent of

\I(X,G)\<\Y1 W^C^e-^-^lCW,

(37)

where d(ΐ) is the distance of the centers of the squares of X joined by line I.
b) // there are ΐ points zr in X, 3 C^ε), C2 (independent of X, G, A) such that:
1

In Inf
such that

ΓΠsG
\_leG

(38)
J

w/zer^ π(G) is the number of lines in G.
Proof In view of (32), it is sufficient to bound \J(X9 G, P, s)|. Uniform bounds on the
latter can be obtained by an adaptation of usual methods (see [20] and references
therein). The exponential fall-off factors e~(m-εW> arise from the decrease of the
mlu vl
md(l
εW v
propagators C(u9v) as e~ ~ Scste~ \
A fall-off factor e~ ~ \ is kept to
control the sum over the terms generated by the derivatives — and, for each of
oφ
these terms, the sum over the contraction schemes of the fields. The independence
of the bound on P and s arises from the inequality 0f^C(x,y; s)^C(x,y), which
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gives directly the inequality \πφdμ(s)tk\πφdμ(\)

and can be shown to yield also

χ

the inequality \e
dμ(s)^cste'*', with a constant independent of s. The
1/2
factor λ in (37) for each line / arises from the fact that there are four fields by
vertex and that propagators are obtained by contraction of two fields. The power
of λ in (38) is different because some propagators can be obtained by contraction of
fields φ(zr). On the other hand, a propagator obtained by contraction of fields
φ(zr),φ(zr,) behaves at short distances like \n\zr — zr\. The first factor in the righthand side of (38) accounts for this fact.
We conclude this section with the following comment. If \X\ is composed of
only one square A, there is only one term I(X, G,P) = I(Δ) equal to:
{λ:φni:{zϊ)eλϊMdXdμ{φ).

Π

I{Δ)=\

(39)

i such that zieA

I(Δ) is a constant a ( + 0: see [21]) independent of A9 if A contains no point z.
Equation (7) follows.

4. />th-Order Expansions of Connected Functions
4.1. Description
While the Mayer procedure might be applied in a more simple form for the
purposes of this section (introduction of non-overlap factors 1 + χ between subsets
Xi rather than between squares), we present it in a form that is also convenient for
the study of irreducible kernels. Let Ao l 5 . . . , Ao ><τ denote the different squares of A
containing one or more points zr, r= 1, ...,σ ( σ ^ 1). Equation (7) can be written:

N£\Λ\-σ

x

JSIl

Σ

Π

ΔU...,AN
AiCΛ, £ = 1

x

(a,β),<x<β
JV α,j& = ( O , l ) , . . . , ( O , ( τ ) , l , . . . , i V

Σ

Σ

(i+χ(Aa,Aβ))

YlIiXpGj),

partitions ω i , ...,ωq
G\,...,Gq
of ( 0 , l ) , . . . , ( 0 , σ ) , 1 , . . . , J V ;

(40)

j=ί

where χ{Δa,Δβ)^-\
(i.e. 1 + χ = 0) if Aa = Aβ9 χ = 0 (i.e. l + χ = l) if Aa*Ap, the
factors 1 + χ account for the fact that Au..., AN have to be different from each other
and from z l o l , . . . , z l O σ , and the sum £ ' runs over partitions including no subset ω^
of one element among 1,..., JV. The factor (ΛΠ)"1 accounts for the fact that each
configuration of given subsets Xj is obtained JV! times when Aί,...,AN vary in A.
The graphs G7 are connected graphs between the indices of ω} with the same
properties as in Sect. 3 and Xj = {A}γeωj. Factors 1 + χ(Aa, Aβ), α, β = (0,1),..., (0, σ)
are equal to one and can thus be removed.
Through expansions of the products 1 + χ, one obtains in turn an expression of
the form:

Σ

^\Λ\-

4
lyl

Σ
Ai,...,AN
AiCΛ,
i = l

Σ
ωu ...,ωq
N
q^l

ΣΠ
G i , ...,Gq

j=
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In (41), the graph G ; (see example in Fig. 4) include lines associated with
propagators (as before) and Mayer lines associated with factors χ. They are
connected when both types of lines are taken into account. The factors I are
x|
defined as products of terms α' J associated with subgraphs already connected by
lines
, and of factors χ associated with Mayer lines joining indices α, β (χ = 0 if
Aa + Aβ, χ = — 1 if Δa = Aβ). The value of I(X, G) when some squares of X coincide is
arbitrary. In this subsection, it can be taken equal to zero, but a different choice is
made in Sect. 5, namely: 7 = 0 whenever two squares that belong to a common
(p — l)-irreducible subgraph coincide, otherwise I is defined by a direct extension of
factorization properties.

(0,1)

(
denotes a Mayer line)
A graph G (p = 4, ω = {(0,l),3,5,8,9,ll, 12,15,16})

Fig. 4

Finally, the separation of those ω 7 that contain one or more of the indices
(0,1),..., (0, σ\ and of remaining ones, leads to a partition of the set of N indices into
subsets of Nί and N2 indices (Nί+N2 = N)9 which can be chosen to be the indices
1,..., ΛΓi and N1 + l,...9 N2, if a multiplication factor Nl(Nί! N21)'1 is added. This
leads to a factorization of IΛ into the term ZΛ (no variable zr9 σ = 0) and a term
which is equal to HΛ in view of (16). (Values of Nl9N2, Ni^\Λ\ — σ, JV2^|Λί| — σ,
such that N = N 1+N2>\Λ\-σ

are zero in view of the product [ ] in (40) and can

thus be added to IΛ.\ Hence:

HΛ(z»...,zd=

Σ
N £ \ Λ \ σ

^T Σ

Σ"

i V! A i , . . . , Δ

N

ωi,...,ω

Σ
g

hWpGj),

Gi,...,G

g

(42)

j = ί

where the sum Y' runs over partitions ωί9...9ωq such that each coj contains one or
more of the indices (0,1),...,(0, σ). Thus, HΛ can be written in the form:

HA(Zl,...,Zl)=

Σ

πΓ Σ 4

partitions
of ( l , . . . , σ ) ,

i = 1 | _ W ^ \Λ\ - | π f | i V ! Au

Σ Σ

...,AN

G{

fc^l

where the last sum runs over connected graphs Gt between the indices (0, r) that
belong to πt and 1,..., N. If the variables zί9..., zι all belong to different squares, i.e.
σ = /, the standard definition of connected functions (which expresses HΛ as a sum
over partitions oϊzu...,zι
of products of functions HCΛ) yields in turn the expansion
^(z1?...,z^

Σ
N^\Λ\-l

^7

Σ

JM I Ai,...,AN

G

w h e r e X i s t h es e t o fs q u a r e s A O f ί 9 . . . 9 A o j 9 A ί 9 . . . , A N .
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If σ< 1, one may start from the expression (42) and add to its right-hand side
the term H'Λ defined below and in fact equal to zero. Let π be the partition of indices
1,..., / (or of zl9..., Zj) into those σ subsets such that the variables zx of each subset
belong to a common square Ao>r. We then consider non-trivial subpartitions of π
and, whenever the induced partition of indices for a given r has y(r) > 1 elements,
replace AOr by γ(r) coincident squares A0rί,A0ri2,...
H'Λ is then the sum, over all
non-trivial subpartitions of π, of terms analogous to the right-hand side of (42),
except that £ " is replaced by a sum over partitions ωu...,ωq of the indices (0,1,1),
(0,1,2),..., (0, σ, 1), (0, σ, 2),..., 1,..., N such that each ω7- contains one or more of
the indices (0,1,1),..., (0, σ, γ(σ)).
The fact that H'Λ Ξ 0 is due to the coincidence of at least two squares ^0,r,α> a s
can be checked easily. The definition of connected .functions then gives:

nΆzlt...,zύ=

Σ

Σ

subpartitions of π N^\Λ\-σ

~

Σ

Σ'(*>G),

(44)

iV I z h , . . . , z l N G

where the graphs G are here connected graphs in the same sense as above, but (for
each given subpartition of π) between the indices (0,1,1),..., (0, σ, y(σ)\ 1,..., N. The
first sum £ includes the trivial subpartition, i.e. π itself. While H'Λ = 0, the various
contributions to the right-hand side of (44), which involve only connected graphs,
are not zero in general.
4.2. Convergence and Decay in the Λ-κx) Limit
We now give a proof of Proposition 1. For simplicity, we consider only the case
when zί9 ..., zι belong to different squares. The treatment of Eq. (44) is similar. As
already mentioned, we use a /?th-order expansion, p ^ 1, in view of the adaptation in
Sect. 5, even though the p = 1 expansion is sufficient for present purposes.
Being given a connected graph G, let G l 5 G 2 ? . . . be its subgraphs already
connected by lines
. It is convenient in this section to regroup together all
terms associated with graphs G' that differ only by their sets of Mayer lines inside
each subgraph Gt. The summation over A l 5 . . . , AN is then restricted as originally by
the non-overlap conditions AVΦAV, inside each Gh and it is sufficient to consider
graphs G with Mayer lines joining vertices of different subgraphs. Moreover, in
view of the previous non-overlap conditions, the only G that give non-zero
contributions are those that have at most one Mayer line between any vertex of a
subgraph Gt and any subgraph Gp j + i. A skeleton graph G is then associated to
each graph G as follows. Starting from the subgraph, denoted G l 9 that contains e.g.
the index (0,1), we consider all subgraphs Gt, iή= 1, of a "first shell," namely those
linked to Gι by at least one Mayer line. If there are several Mayer lines between G x
and G ί? all are removed, except that attached to the vertex of lowest index in Gx the
order of vertices of G 1 is their natural order in the sequence (0,1),..., (0,1), 1,..., iV:
in the example of Fig. 5

Fig. 5
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the Mayer line joining the indices 9, 11 is removed (and the line joining 5, 10 is
kept). All Mayer lines between the subgraphs Gf of the first shell are also removed.
Next, one considers all subgraphs of a "second shell," namely those attached to
subgraphs of the first shell by Mayer lines. The same procedure as above is applied
(using e.g. the natural order of all vertices of all subgraphs of the first shell), and so
forth. The skeleton graph G obtained is of the form shown in Fig. 6:

Fig. 6. A skeleton graph

From each vertex of a given subgraph, zero, one or more lines are issued, each one
joining this subgraph to one subgraph of the next shell.
The summation in (44) over all graphs G that have the same skeleton G
amounts to introduce non-overlap functions between squares that belong to
different subgraphs of the same shell and some squares that belong to subgraphs of
successive shells. The uniform bounds (17) of Proposition 1 then follow from
uniform bounds in modulus on all contributions corresponding to different
skeleton graphs, non-overlap functions, as also the factors — 1 of each Mayer line,
being bounded in modulus by 1. We first remark, as mentioned in Sect. 1, that a
common uniform fall-off factor ^ - ^ - Ό M ^ , - - . , ^ ε'^>ε c a n be extracted for all
terms by extracting a factor e~ (m ~ ε ' )ίiω from each factor e~{m~E)d{l) of the bounds
(37), (38). If ε' is chosen > ε, we still have at our disposal a factor e~(ε'~ε)ίί(/) for each
line.
For any given N, skeleton graphs can be specified by indicating the set of
indices of the first subgraph G 1? then for each index a set of zero, one or more
Mayer lines that are issued from it and the set of indices of corresponding
subgraphs, and so forth. (Subgraphs G l 5 G 2 ,... have also to be specified.) The
choice of Nί9 N2,... indices among 1,..., N for each subset amounts to replace the
1
1
factor {N\)~ in the bounds by Π (iVf!)~ . The choice of the index in each subset by
i

which this subset is attached to a preceding one and the specification of possible
external indices (0,2),..., (0, /) contained in each subset can be taken into account,
e.g. by including a factor kNi9 where k is a given (fixed) constant, for each subset.
Finally, uniform bounds independent of A will be obtained by removing the
conditions N^\Λ\ — l and ΔteA9 and considering independent sums over Λ^ >0,
N2 > 0,... . The following bound will be used (in successive steps) for each subset,
the index 0, denoting either an external index (0, σ) or the index by which the subset
considered is attached. (Possible subsets with one external, and no internal, index
are treated separately):

Σ S

V!

Σ

Σ

Aι,...tAN
G(0,l,...,iV)
AinAj = Φ, ίΦ j

n(C'e-««>)£C"
leG

(46)
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for sufficiently small C (a condition that will be fulfilled in the application for
sufficiently small λ)9 with C" arbitrarily small if C is sufficiently small.
Proof of (46). The bound (46) can be obtained, e.g. by bounding the sum over
relevant graphs G by a sum over all trees joining 0,1,..., N and for each tree a sum
over all graphs obtained by adding, for each vertex υ9 sets of 0,1,..., p lines from v to
each other vertex.
ηd(l)
The sum, with a vector C'e~
for each line, over all possible sets of ^p lines
joining a given square Δv to all other squares in R2 is a finite constant K if C is
sufficiently small.
is
For each tree T,
Σ
Y\(Ce~m))
bounded by CN\ £
-ηmΎ.
e
Aι,...,AN

leT

\_Δ*Δo

J

Finally, the number of trees Γ(0,...,N) is bounded by Cste^ΛM The bound (46)
follows. Q.E.D.
The bound (46) is then applied, starting from subsets in the most remote shell
up to the first shell. The fact that an arbitrary number ( ^ 0) of subsets are attached
(by Mayer lines) to each vertex of a subgraph leads to add a (fixed) multiplicative
constant, for each vertex, in the bounds [equal to (1 — C")~ί if we leave aside the
possibility that some subsets contain external vertices. This possibility is taken into
account by modifying this constant]. Hence a bound independent of the number of
successive shells is obtained if this constant has been included in the constant C of
Eq. (46) already at the first stage. Q.E.D.
The fact that HCΛ converges to a well defined function Hc in the A-+oo limit is
proved by showing in a way similar to above that \HCΛ — HCΛ\ is uniformly bounded
by c(A), c(Λ)->0 as Λ-+oo, VΛ'jΛ: in fact, exponential fall-off factors with the
distance between the set of points z 1 ? ...,zι and the boundary of A arise since
HCΛ — HCΛ> is a sum over connected graphs and over squares Δl9 ...9ΔN one of which
at least belongs to A'\A. The independence of Hc on the way the limit is obtained
(i.e. on the sequence of boxes A) can also be established similarly.

5. The Bethe-Salpeter Kernel: 4 Particle Decay
For the purposes of this section, we consider a cluster expansion of order p = 4. A
3Γd-order expansion would be sufficient to get momentum space analyticity of the
Bethe-Salpeter kernel G arbitrarily close to the 3-particle threshold (for sufficiently
small λ). The use of a 4 th -order expansion will provide analyticity arbitrarily close
to the 4-particle threshold, as expected in an even theory.
The connected 4-point function ScΛ(xu ..., x 4 ) can be written, in view of (14), (16)
in the form:
4

ScΛ{xl9 ...,x 4 )=

1

dz1 ...dz 4 Π
i

+

C(xi-zi)lλδ(zί-z2)δ(z1-z3)δ(zί~z4)

δ(Zl-z2)δ(z3-z4)HcΛ_2(Zl,z3)+...

+ δ(z1-z2)HcΛ(z1;z3;z4)+

... +HcΛ(zuz2,z3,z4)-].

(47)
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A corresponding expansion of SCA follows from those of the functions HCΛ. It gives,
by direct graphical inspection:
ScΛ(xu ...,x4) =

Π SA(*i>uί)

J

.,u 4 )du γ ...du4,

F

Λ(UU

(48)

i = 1,..., 4

where SΛ(xl9 x2) is the 2-point function and FΛ, the amputated, connected 4-point
function, admits an expansion analogous to that of SCΛ except that it is restricted to
graphs G that are one-particle irreducible in all 1^3 channels of the form (i; j ,fe,/).
We then define GΛ(uu ...,w4) as the sum over all graphs that are moreover 2particle irreducible in the channel (1,2; 3,4). We note that, in the definition of
irreducibility used here, Mayer lines cannot be cut.
The one-particle irreducible 2-point function K(uuu2) is defined similarly as
follows. The 2-point function can be written:
SA(xi,x2)=

ί
UieΛ
i=l,2

=

dUldu2

J duxdu2

HjC/l

Π

α ^

i=l,2

Π C(wί? * ; ) £ > ! , w2).

(49)

i=l,2

Then, KΛ(u 1, u2) is the sum over all 1 -particle irreducible graphs in the expansion of
SΛ{uuu2).
The following equations hold by direct inspection:

where CKΛSΛ(xux2)

Λ

,

(50)

FA,

(51)

is the double convolution integral
J

C(xl9 Uy)KA(uu u2)SΛ(u2,

x2)duγdu2

Λ

and GΛ o{Λ) FΛ is a Feynman-type convolution integral with 2-point functions on
internal lines:

I

f

GJμί9u2,u\,u'2)SΛ(u'l9u 3)

SΛ{u'2,u'4)

u' eΛ
4

x FΛ(u'3, u'4, u3, u4) Π du'i,

(52)

i.e. Eq. (51) is the usual Bethe-Salpeter equation apart from the dependence in A.
In view of (47), (49), KΛ and GΛ admit decompositions of the form:
KΛ(uuu2) = λδ(u1-u2K:φ2:yΛ

+ λ2KfΛ(u1,u2),

G> 1 ,...,w 4 ) = ^ ( z 1 - z 2 ) ( 5 ( z 1 - z 3 ) φ 1 - z 4 ) + . . . + G > 1 ? . . . , w 4 ) .

(53)
(54)

The following result is proved below:
Proposition 3. Vβ > 0, 3 λε, Cε (independent of A) such that K'Λ and the functions G'Λ
converge to well defined functions in the Λ->oo limit, VA such that \λ\<λε. Moreover, the following bounds hold (MA finite or infinite), V/l, |A|<λβ:
^ll)^- 3 ^-^!" 1 -" 2 ',
6

Wj

ε

(55)

Z3

.l|) β-<-- > <"-"^"3, M 4 ) 9

( 5 6 )
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where l3 is the shortest length of all connected graphs joining uu ...,u4 and possibly
intermediate points, and 3-particle irreducible in the channel (1,2; 3,4) as also 2partίcle irreducible in l->3 channels.

Finally, CKΛSΛ, respectively GΛ °(Λ)FΛ, converges in the A-^co limit to CKS,
respectively Gof, and F and G satisfy the Bethe-Salpeter equation F = G + G°F.
Proof. We prove below the bound (56) on G'A(uu ..., w4). Other bounds are proved
similarly. The method is analogous to that used in Sect. 4.2 with, however, some
difference arising from a different definition of skeleton graphs: the set of graphs G
having a graph G as a skeleton graph (in the sense of Sect. 4.2) contains in fact
graphs that do jiot belong to the expansion of G'Λ. Being given a graph G, its
skeleton graph G will now be defined as follows. We first consider G. It no longer
satisfies in general the irreducibility properties of the graphs in the expansion of G'Λ
and has in fact a structure of the form:
(0,1)0-0

O-^V-O

where each bubble -O""> respectively i Q l , stands for a subgraph that is 1-particle
irreducible, respectively 2-particle irreducible, in the channels determined by the
incoming and outgoing lines, and has the same form (no loop arising from the
Mayer lines) as before. [The vertex (0,1) is now replaced by one of the incoming
vertices.]
G is defined by keeping a further "minimal" set of Mayer lines (that do not
belong to G). Starting from the external bubble bγ on the left containing, e.g. the
vertex (0,1), we consider the set of all Mayer lines of G that join bγ to other bubbles.
This defines a 2-particle irreducible set B1 that contains bt. Bj^ is composed of all
bubbles "between" extremal bubbles of the latter set. (A bubble b of a set is
extremal on the right, respectively on the left, if there is no other bubble b' in this set
on the right, respectively on the left, of b. A bubble b is between b\ b" \ίb' is on its left
and b" on its right or vice versa. The relation left-right is well defined in the natural
way for any pair of bubbles, except bubbles - O ~ that belong to different lines
—O
O~~and have no bubble l θ l between them: such bubbles have no
relation left-right.) We then keep in G1,2 or 3 Mayer lines that join b1 to the 1,2 or
3 other extremal bubbles of B1. If there are several Mayer lines joining bί to
another extremal bubble b'l9 we keep more precisely e.g. the line, among those
issued from the vertex of lowest order in bu joining the vertex of lowest order in b\.
The same procedure is now applied to Bγ and so forth. We note that Mayer
lines issued from Bγ cannot be issued from bγ. More generally, Mayer lines issued
from Bt to Bί+1 cannot be issued from Bi-1.
As before, the resummation of all graphs G that have the same skeleton graph
G gives non-overlap conditions, to be bounded by 1 in bounds on absolute values
(and skeleton graphs that differ only by the labelling of vertices lead in turn to the
same bounds). A bound on the sum over all possible structures of graphs G, and for
each bubble over all possible (2-particle irreducible) substructures can be obtained
e.g. as follows. (More refined estimates are possible if one is interested in obtaining
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a better radius of convergence in λ, e.g. by regrouping graphs G that differ by the
number of intermediate bubbles in the successive subsets Bu B2,... .) First, for any
G, the number of graphs G is bounded by 8^, where JV is the total number of
squares of G, in view of the previous construction. After extracting a common fall
m
ι
off factor e-( ~*) 3(uu...,u4) w e r e m o v e i n the bounds the coincidence relations due
to the Mayer lines in G/G and are then led to prove a bound on the sum over
structures of graphs G, with a further multiplicative factor 8 now associated to
each vertex. (For sufficiently small λ, this factor does not modify the argument.)
For each bubble b, the set of possible substructures is a subset of those
occurring in Sect. 4.2. Hence bounds that include (i) a remaining exponential falloff factor between points from which external line of b are issued and (ii) an
arbitrary small factor for λ sufficiently small (except possibly for a finite, fixed,
number of cases), are obtained in the same way as in Sect. 4.2. The exponential falloff factors associated with the bubbles together with those associated with the
explicit lines
between bubbles allow one in turn to get a uniform bound of the
form csteC", where n is the number of bubbles and C is arbitrarily small (for λ
sufficiently small). The bound (56) follows.
The fact that the functions FΛ, K'Λ, G'A converge to functions F, Kf, G in the
Λ-κx) limit is proved as in Sect. 4.2. Finally, G ° F is well defined in view of the
exponential fall-off properties of G, F and of the functions S involved in o and of the
fact that singularities at short distances are at most logarithmic (apart from δfunctions that can be integrated explicitly). The fact that GΛ o{Λ) FΛ converges to
GoF can be obtained e.g. by decomposing GoF—GΛ°ΛFΛ as (G — GΛ)°F
+ GΛ(° — °(Λ))F + GΛ°Λ(F — FΛ): uniform bounds that include exponential fall-off
factors in the distance between ul9 ...,w4 and the boundary dΛ of A are again
obtained.
We conclude with the following result:
Proposition 4 (Euclidean invariance). All functions F,K, G obtained in the A->co
limit are Euclidean invariant. Let us indicate the argument e.g. for K.
Let τ(x,y) be obtained from (x,y) by a given Euclidean transformation τ.
Then KΛ{τ{x,y)) = Kτ-xΛ{x,y). On the other hand, the limits of KΛ and Kτ-iΛ
coincide in the Λ->oo limit: in fact, the differences KΛ — Kτ-ιΛ can be again
bounded by uniform factors times exponential fall-off factors in the distance
between (x,y) and the union dAud(τ~ιA).

6. Momentum-Space Analyticity
Proposition 5. Vε>0, 3/ί ε >0 such that, for \λ\<λε:
1) The 2-point function S is analytic in momentum-space in the region s<3m — ε
apart from a pole ats — (mph(λ))2 m p h is arbitrarily close torn if λ is sufficiently small.
2) G(k;z,zfl where k = p1+p2 = p3 + p^ z = ^ y ^ , z r = ^ y ^ , is analytic
(and bounded) in a region of the form keA, zeD, z' eD, where A is a complex
neighborhood of the set fc = (/co,0), /c o ^4(m —ε) and D = {(zθ9z1); |Rez o |<2(m —ε),
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Proof. By projection on the time axis, the exponential fall-off factors of the bounds
(55), (56) yield fall-off factors e~Z{m~E)^Ul~U2)o\
respectively e~m{i -*w»i- >»*\ where
d is defined in Eq. (2). [A small part of the fall-off factors of (55), (56) can also be
used to get fall-off factors in space variables.]
Property 2) of Proposition 5 follows directly from the Laplace transform
theorem as already done in [1, 2].
From direct inspection, s (= — + —(K)—+ —(κ)-(κ>- + )is equal in momentumspace to [p 2 + m2 — K(p)~] ~ \ where by the Laplace transform theorem K is analytic
in the region R e p o < 3 m — ε', and is moreover uniformly bounded there by
cste(ε')M. Property 1) follows from invariance properties. Finally m^ the zero of
p2 -f m2 — K, is arbitrarily close to m 2 , e.g. via the implicit function theorem.
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